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THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE OF CORKTOWN’S DOMINION FOUNDRY
By Franca Leeson and Cindy Wilkey, Friends of the Foundry, Ann Summers Dossena, IRCPA

WE ARE EXCITED TO
INTRODUCE THE NEW
CRBA BOARD MEMBERS
By CRBA

JANUARY 20TH DEMOLITION
photo courtesy: Evelyn Harrison

The Dominion Foundry buildings on Eastern Avenue are a familiar sight to
Corktowners. Owned by the Province of Ontario, they were added to Toronto’s
Heritage Register in 2004, when Waterfront Toronto began the revitalization of the
West Don Lands. Throughout the planning process the buildings were protected
and preserved for adaptive reuse, as they are the largest grouping of structures
remaining in the area that reflect our neighbourhood’s industrial past.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

At the recent AGM,
held on March 2, 2021,
Corktown voted on
a slate of new Board
Members. Following the
AGM, the new Board put
forward a motion to elect
their four required Director
positions (President, VP,
Treasurer and Secretary)
on March 15, 2021.
The motion passed
unanimously.
This is a talented and diverse group
of residents and business owners
committed to supporting the
community. Check out their bios that
follow and get to know your CRBA.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Nava Social

The Corktown News

By Gabriel Navarro

Hey neighbour! You
might have seen us
setting up shop at 514
King Street East and
been wondering what
we’re all about.
Well, we’re Nava Social – a specialty
cafe and coffee lab run by Gabriel
Navarro – curator of coffee programs
at Soho House, Sorry Coffee and Tokyo
Smoke.

CIRCULATION
We’re elevating the Toronto coffee
experience. Experimenting. Trying
new things. But at its core, it’s all great
coffee. You’ll find great roasts from local
brewmasters like Java Roasters and
Hatch Coffee alongside specially curated
offerings from international roasters
(have you tried Coffee Libre from South
Korea? Delicious.). We’re hand-picking
the best roasts on the planet and we’re
not shy about sharing our methodology
(Just ask!). We’ve even created flavour
guides to help you navigate the coffee
landscape and find a new favourite.

We’re also more than just coffee.
We’re a bodega serving up local goods
from Brodflour, Pluck Tea, Beekeeper
Natural’s, Sproud Pea Milk, Moore
Kombucha as well as locally sourced
eggs, milk, and butter from 100km
Foods. For those of you who prefer tea to
coffee, we’re pretty good at that too. You
may have already seen our Butterfly
Pea Flower Latte poppin’ off on social
media.
Swing by and say, “Hi!” Corktown; we
can’t wait to meet you.

Delivered: 3 times per year
Circulation: 9000 copies
Advertise: marketing@corktown.ca
Editor: editor@corktown.ca

WHAT’S UP IN CORKTOWN?
The Corktown Residents &
Business Association is a not-forprofit and non-commercial volunteer
neighbourhood organization.
We follow the latest developments in
Corktown on a wide range of topics
and serve as a liaison between
Corktown, the City and other key
organizations.
The CRBA is an inclusive organization
open to all local residents and
businesses. Join us and add your
voice to the community discussion!
website: www.corktown.ca
email: info@corktown.ca
Facebook: CorktownTO
Twitter: @CorktownTO

Canary
Dental

YOUR NOT-SO-SCARY
NEIGHBOURHOOD
DENTIST

Dr. Lamba created a space which focuses
on comfort and care. Canary Dental
was designed with the intent of making
you feel right at home. The interiors of
the clinic feel more like your favourite
restaurant, coffee shop, or the favourite
reading nook of your home rather than
the harshness of what many would
imagine of a dental clinic.

By Dr. Komal Lamba, Canary Dental

Dates and times above are subject to
change. Check www.corktown.ca for
updates, location and agendas.
photos courtesy: Evelyn Harrison

after you with the utmost care. Canary
Dental offers modern full-service
family dentistry. Gone are the days of
gooey and messy impression taking
that can cause even the bravest to gag.
Canary Dental has invested in stateof-the-art equipment such as their 3D
scanner which digitally scans your
mouth, making procedures quicker
and more precise. They can even show
you how your teeth can straighten
through Invisalign with just the click of
a button.

Canary Dental, located in
its namesake The Canary
District, is owned and
operated by Dr. Komal
Lamba, a family friendly
dentist who aspires to
create a fresh stance
on what a dental office
should feel like.

Care is shown not just inside the
clinic but is being spread to the
neighbourhood as well. Community
involvement is a fundamental
cornerstone of Canary Dental. Each
month patients can take part in a draw
to win a gift, experience, or prize from
a highlighted local business, especially
from those that are struggling at this
time. This initiative was created so that
patients would enjoy this experience
and continue to support that local
business going forward.

She recalls, “I became a dentist, because
as I was growing up, I always had a fear
of both the dentist and the dental office
as a whole. When I could, I would avoid
going to my appointments and when
I was forced to go, I would count the
seconds until it would be over.” Sound
familiar to you?

“At Canary Dental my goal is to provide
a one-of-a-kind dental experience for
my patients that is fun, approachable,
comforting, and inspiring. I am beyond
excited to be setting up in Corktown
and having the opportunity to be able to
make a difference in the community.”.

NEXT CRBA MEETINGS
May 04 and June 01
Join your neighbours at 7PM to
find out what’s happening in our
wonderful neighbourhood.

The team members of Canary Dental
treat you not just as another patient,
but a member of the Canary Dental
family. “We have a chair just for you
and the remote is always ready to
play your favorite shows, podcasts, or
tunes.” You can sit back and relax with
the confidence of knowing that their
highly trained staff members will look
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K E L LY P O R T E R H E T U P C
Char tered Professional Acco u n tan ts, LPA

in Corktown

■ Personal, Corporate and Estate Taxes
■ Comprehensive financial services to businesses
and professionals from bookkeeping to tax planning
■ Audit and review engagements
475 Queen Street East, Toronto M5A 1T9
416 955 0060 | kellyporterhetu.com
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Downtown
Southeast Real
Estate Report

COVERING CORKTOWN, DISTILLERY & CANARY
DISTRICT
By Jonathan Edwards

From November 1st to March 20th we
had 5 Freehold sales and an average
Freehold Sale Price of $1,241,000
with the highest sale just under 1.950
Million.
The Winter months had the same issue
as Fall and Summer. No inventory! The
Winter is a slow time to begin with for
listings but that coupled with lack of
clarity with covid caused major doubts
in sellers minds about having droves of
strangers walk through their home.
If you bought in the Fall, you’re
laughing all the way to the bank. As
soon as December hit, you could really
see things start to turn. Interest rates
were continually dropping to record
setting lows which caused even more
buyers to get off the sidelines and jump
into the market.
The result was an explosion of
appreciation. If you own a home, this is
great news. If you’re trying to get into
the market for a freehold home as a firsttime buyer, this is a nightmare scenario.
We saw over a 10% increase in prices
from November to March with all time
highs and benchmarks being set across
the city.
For condos, we had 134 sales from
November 1st through March 20th. For
bachelors, we only had one sale at 430k.
We had 45 one bedroom units sell with
an average sale price just over 545k;
with the high sale price being 820k. For
1+Den units, we had 43 sales with an

average sale price of just over 637k and
the high sale price just over $902k. For
two bedroom units, we had 28 sales in
total with an average sale price of just
over 881k with the high sale being 1.325
million. For 2 bedroom plus den units,
we had 14 sales with the average sale
price just under 892k with the high
sale being 1.190 million. We had one 3
bedroom unit sell for just under 940k
and one 3+1 unit sell for 1.545 million.
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507 King East
By Tim Wood

At 507 King Street East, a civic-minded owner
and developer are doing what the Province says is
economically unfeasible at the Dominion Foundry
two blocks away: remediating and repurposing a
large, century-old Toronto warehouse.

ELEVATION AND ROOFTOP EXTENSION
Developer Hullmark and boutique
co-working space East Room, which
co-own 507 King, began interior
renovations of the four-storey brick
building next to Gusto 501 in December
2020. It was the second milestone for
the property that month, as it was also
added to the City of Toronto’s official
list of heritage properties.

There seems to be some confidence back
in the condo market which is causing
things to pick up and the low interest
rates are fueling this as well.

Earlier last year, Hullmark and East
Room replaced 507 King’s mirrorplated windows – the legacy of a
previous, less sensitive renovation
– with historic-looking black latticed
panes. The co-owners also patched its
exterior brickwork, using bricks that
will be colour-stained to match those
that surround them. Taken together
with the steel girders of the abutting
flyover and the corten steel of Partisan
Architects’ Gusto 501, it is a scene out of
Shoreditch, the trendy, post-industrial
neighbourhood in East London.

For more information on Corktown,
Distillery and Canary District real
estate, additional stats/breakdowns or
any questions, feel free to visit Jon at
502 King St. E or email at jonathan@
remaxubrantoronto.com.

NEW CRBA BOARD... CONTINUED

SHOWING THE WAY ON HERITAGE PRESERVATION

These numbers will probably look
surprising if you are looking at a condo
right now. The numbers are skewed
from late 2020 but since the start of
the new year condos have really taken
off and have not stopped. Most condos
under 1 million dollars will have an
offer date and will probably sell well
over asking.

Unfortunately for investors, high prices
and low rents is not the greatest recipe.
If you jump in as an investor expect the
next few years to be cash flow negative
but your appreciation should more than
make up for it.
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For the next 18 months, the focus is on
rebuilding 507 King’s 50,000 square foot
interior to accommodate a moderniststyle co-working and events space along

the lines of East Room’s existing venue
in Riverdale. The first step was to remove
asbestos, and the entire interior has now
been stripped to its original brick walls
and wooden floorboards and beams.
Although the Covid-19 pandemic has
intervened since Hullmark and East
Room bought 507 King, East Room
President Derreck Martin explains
that the only change to their plans is
an increased emphasis on touchless
technology and enhanced ventilation
and air filtration.

Andre Bermon, President
Community enthusiast and resident
of Queen Street East since 2011,
I am the publisher of the bridge
newspaper for Toronto’s downtown
east neighbourhoods. As President, one
of my personal goals is to position the
CRBA as a community facilitator. This
would entail relaying the interests of
both residents and businesses to find
solutions alongside other stakeholder
entities such as developers, Toronto
Police Service, nonprofit groups and
our municipal/provincial leaders. Open
and consistent dialogue is the means to
secure a more safe and pleasurable place
to live, work and play. Personal interests
include heritage and urban development,
First Take with Stephen A. Smith and
Max Kellerman, and cycling the streets
of the city. Favourite foods: Pickled
herring and pork schnitzel.

Coralina Lemos, Vice President
Serving as Heritage Lead for the CRBA
since 2018, my goal is to continue efforts
that will preserve and safeguard the
area’s history, its historic and listed
buildings. Despite the pandemic, last
year, the Corktown neighbourhood
witnessed the installation of a new
street sign dedicated to Myer Willinsky
and following that the reinstallation
of our missing Virgin Place street
sign - both made possible with the
agreement of local residents and
businesses. Currently, there’s a CRBA
Work Group whose focus is to lead
discussion with city and TDSB staff for
the improvement of the chainlink fence
at Inglenook Community High School
(details forthcoming). Other heritage
projects to be announced. If you have
a heritage related concern feel free to
contact me.

The plans also include two new exterior
features for future tenants and guests:
3,000 square feet of rooftop space
(both open-air and covered), and a
landscaped area on the building’s south
side, overlooking Cherry Street. For
accessibility reasons, the main entrance
will be through a remodeled door on
Virgin Place instead of the existing
doors on King Street.
The extensive renovations are due to
finish in the fall of 2022 – just in time
for 507 King’s centenary.

Louis Selmeci
Editor of Corktown News
Louis is a returning CRBA Board
Member and the current Editor of the
Corktown News. As a proud parent,
Corktown resident and hard-working
small business owner, Louis is
deeply invested in the challenges and
opportunities ahead for Downtown
Toronto East. Louis brings a mix of
writing / publication management
background, as well as management
consulting and technology skills to
the table. “I’m excited and honoured
to continue serving the community as
Editor of the Corktown News.” Contact
Louis at editor@corktown.ca for
volunteer opportunities and to get your
stories in the paper.

Alexandra Sadler
Alexandra is a registered physiotherapist
and a co-owner / clinic director of
Foundation Physiotherapy located on
King and Lower River streets. Since
the beginning she has committed to
providing the highest quality care to her
clients by integrating evidence-based
practice with clinical experience. Since
opening the Foundation Physiotherapy
Clinic in Corktown, she has been excited
to help the population of Corktown
achieve their health, fitness and wellness
goals. As a board member, she is looking
forward to serving the community and
organizing wellness related events.
She will be supporting CRBA working
groups and various digital/marketing
components and initiatives.

Kiel Hassanali, Treasurer
I grew up in Trinidad and Tobago and
migrated to Canada in 2005. I spent 12
years in engineering living and working
in a number of places. Finally settled
in Corktown in 2017 and instantly fell
in love with the neighbourhood. Now
my focus is on doing as much as I can to
create and restore natural habitat with
the goal of supporting native wildlife.
I believe that green and wild spaces are
also essential for physical and mental
well being and my vision for Corktown
is a garden.

Cristina Rizzuto
Cristina joins the CRBA board as
a proud Corktown resident, and
community volunteer. A marketing
and communications professional, she
has worked in publishing, hospitality,
live music, and performing arts, and
currently serves on the Toronto Dance
Theatre board. Cristina looks forward to
assisting with The Corktown News.

Kristin Halliwill, Secretary
Veterinary Cardiology technician for
12yrs. Volunteer at St.John Ambulance
Therapy Dogs since 2017 visiting
retirement homes, schools and special
events. Managed Dogs of Corktown
since 2016,a local advocacy group
promoting a harmonious environment
for local dog and non dog families to
coexist. Photographer at Wet Noses
Photography since 2015.

Diandra Mohammed
As a proud resident of Corktown I
have had the pleasure of watching the
community grow and develop since
2011. By profession, I am a marketer
with over 10 years’ experience creating
memorable consumer experiences,
and building iconic global brands in
Canada. My leadership style is rooted
in strategic thinking, collaboration,
and encouraging diversity of thought
and I hope to leverage my Marketing
expertise to support the vision of the
CRBA and drive positive change in the
Corktown Community.

Volunteer today!
Missed your opportunity
to be part of the board?
That is perfectly alright.
We are always in the need for
volunteers like yourselves to manage
the various committees. We have
such a busy community with so much

going on that we can always use your
talents. Whether it be for the parks, the
newspaper, development issues or any
of the others, you could be the driving
force behind new initiatives that you
want to see blossom in Corktown.
Let us know what you would like to
champion at info@corktown.ca.
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Relaunching the Friends of
Corktown Commons
By John Guido

When it first opened
in 2013, our beautiful
Corktown Common had
an enthusiastic Friends
committee which organized
neighbourhood park
activities such as cleanups and cheer sections for
various marathons.

many people as possible to help shape
priorities in the coming years. Bringing
together people with different and
shared interests is key to a healthy park
community.

TAKING OUT THE TRASH

When it first opened in 2013, our
beautiful Corktown Common had
an enthusiastic Friends committee
which organized neighbourhood park
activities such as clean-ups and cheer
sections for various marathons. The
Friends hoped to work with city park
staff training volunteers to help with
park maintenance and preservation of
the special planting program within
the diverse areas of the award-winning
park. When the 2015 Pan Para/
PanAm Games & the Canary District
construction closed the Park for two

A City Remembering Trooper Roy
Within a Boddington, 1920 – 1944
Park
By Joanne Millard & Teri Armitage

The Friends of Corktown Commons is pleased to announce the relaunch of our volunteer park group. If you
share a passion for parks, conservation, and community, you are welcome to join the group or share your
thoughts and ideas in the Park Audit. Unfortunately, the group’s first event, in partnership with the Corktown
Residents and Business Association, was a Community Cleanup planned for April 24 (respecting physical
distancing) that has been postponed due to the current Stay-At-Home order. A new cleanup date will be
shared through social media.

These days, our parks and public
spaces are more important than ever.
What could be a better time to bring
the Friends of Corktown Common
back to life. After a year of pandemic
restrictions and lockdowns closing
most of the spaces where people gather
and build community, people have
flocked to the outdoors to experience
belonging and the healing power of
nature. For the increasing numbers of
Torontonians living in apartments and
condos, these public spaces are a vital
extension of their living space.
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summers, the Friends committee
lost momentum. In 2020, a dedicated
and tenacious group of past members
and new volunteers came together to
form a renewed Friends of Corktown
Common.
Of course, reviving a volunteer Friends
group during a pandemic has its
complications. The current group has
not even met in person. Yet, the group
wasted no time in establishing a social
media presence with a Friends of
Corktown Common page on Facebook,
@corktowncommon on Twitter, and
@friendsofcorktowncommon on
Instagram. In February, the first edition
of the Friends of Corktown Common
Newsletter was published sharing
information and inviting participation.
Anyone interested in receiving the
newsletter or joining the Friends group
can email friendsofcorktowncommon@
gmail.com. Volunteers are needed
to help with important work such
as communications, social media,
special events, inclusion, youth & adult
programming.

Listening to the Community
Corktown Common and Underpass
and adjacent parks are much loved by
the residents of Corktown and other
Downtown East neighbourhoods.
Friends of Corktown Commons would
love to hear from you about your
experiences with these parks and
public spaces. Corktown is a diverse
and inclusive community, and the
Friends group wants to hear from as

BETTER FOR ALL

You can contribute your thoughts
and ideas by taking 10 minutes to fill
filling out the short survey found in
the Friend’s social media. This Park
Audit was created by one of the talented
Friends members with help from
the incredible resources available at
parkpeople.ca. Friends of Corktown
Common is registered with Park People,
an important organization that “helps
people activate the power of parks to
improve the quality of life in cities
across Canada.”

By Kiel Hassanali
This is the motto of the City of Toronto’s
Parks, Forestry and Recreation division.
While the density of skyscrapers seems
to be accelerating, it seems important to
keep this ideal clearly in view.
The value of green space in the city is
even more apparent now that we’ve
endured seemingly never-ending
lockdowns. When it comes to green
space however, one could also argue
that there is more to appreciate than
a well pruned hedge or a manicured
lawn. What would a trip to the park
be without a birdsong coming from
a nearby tree or the flashes of colour
from butterfly wings? All life is
interdependent and there is value in
promoting and cultivating healthy
ecosystems. Through this lens, it seems
that every patch of dirt or every sunny
rooftop or balcony is an opportunity for
us to help ourselves by helping nature.
My goal as a newly-elected CRBA Board
member is to launch an initiative
of caring for the greenspaces in the
neighbourhood with special focus on
introducing plants that are beneficial
to pollinators and birds. With support
from the CRBA, I will be working with
the city to do what we can and will
be seeking volunteers from within
the community to help. We already
have the support of our local parks
supervisor to create a pollinator garden
in the Sackville Playground.
If you’re interested in volunteering,
please email me at info@corktown.
ca with “Corktown Pollinator” in the
subject line.

The past few fall editions of the Corktown News have included short profiles of
Corktown men who died in World War I, as recorded by Little Trinity Anglican Church.
Five men from the parish died in World War II, including Roy Cartwright Boddington.
autumn, 1939, wanting a chance for
the electrician work he had studied at
Central Technical School. Kahn Optical
Company would save his job as an
inventory supply clerk, but Roy wanted
another way to help his father support
his mother and two young sisters.

ROY CARTWRIGHT
In September, 1942, Mrs. Minnie
Boddington of 87 Sumach St. received
a rather terse reply from the Canadian
Army in reply to her worried letter
about her son Roy. It said, “so far as
records indicate, he is in good health
and serving . . . in the United Kingdom.
This Office, therefore, can offer no
explanation why you have not received
mail from him during the past three
months, but trusts you will receive a
letter in the near future.”
Trooper Roy Cartwright Boddington
shipped out with the 11th Canadian
Army Tank Battalion, Ontario
Regiment, in late summer, 1941,
following basic training at Camp
Borden. Roy had enlisted at 19, back in

In August, 1943, Roy’s unit joined the
Allied force in Sicily, for the Italian
Campaign, an almost-two-year
operation to force the German army
from Italy. Fighting here, Roy suffered
a knee injury which he may have
attempted to hide from his mother,
who wrote the army to clarify if they
had notified her incorrectly. She cited
a letter, dated a month after his official
injury, describing athletic medals won
in several foot races instead. In fact, her
son was hospitalized until November
before finally rejoining his regiment.
Later that winter Minnie would
read with pride the Canadian Press
dispatches naming Roy among 65
Canadian volunteers who resupplied
snowbound British and Polish troops
by hiking 45-pound packs of food and
ammunition on sleds up the mountains
before skiing back safe. And in May
of 1944, Roy’s tank was reported the
first to break through in San Angelo
for the Allies to make a final push for
Rome, liberating the city from German
occupation. On June 6, the world’s
attention turned to Northern France for
the D-Day invasion of Normandy, but
Roy’s brigade remained in Italy, with
the Allies pushing north for Florence.

PEACE THROUGH VALOUR MONUMENT

Roy’s service record
would remain as silent
as Roy himself about the
circumstances of his death.

On June 24, 1944, Minnie received a
telegram. The official letter followed,
July 3, stating Roy was killed in
action June 21 in “the Mediterranean
Theatre of War,” but offered no further
details. Minnie wrote back to the army
pleading, “if you cold give me any more
word of how my Only son was killed
was he blown up or did he die of wonds.”
Roy’s service record would remain
as silent as Roy himself about the
circumstances of his death, but the
date places it during the assault against
Sanfatucchio, a small hilltop village near
the southern edge of Lake Trasimene
south-west of Florence. It left seven
Ontario Regiment soldiers dead and 18
more wounded, over four days of fighting.
Minnie Boddington wrote one last letter
in December 1944, distraught about never
receiving those athletic medals in Roy’s
parcel of final effects. Just “an old watch
which he discarded in 1942 after we sent
another new one so I think I shall Right
to B Squadron leader who was with him
when Died I never thought Comrades
could be so mean to keep his Medles
that he was wearing when killed.” Did
Minnie ever receive the elusive athletic
medals? Roy’s file gives no indication,
but the Army did send the five service
decorations they awarded her son.
Roy Boddington lies now among the
945 British Commonwealth soldiers
in Assisi War Cemetery. The Italian
Campaign memorial in Toronto is just
north of Nathan Phillips Square, in the
walkway between City Hall and the
Ontario Courts. Titled Peace Through
Valour, it bears this inscription: “The
Italian-Canadian Community dedicates
this memorial to the more than 93,000
Canadians who took part in the Italian
Campaign of World War II. We admire
them, we are grateful to them, we
honour them.”
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SAVE THE FOUNDRY... CONTINUED

In October 2020 the Province issued a
Minister’s Zoning Order (MZO) on the
site, permitting three towers of up to
140 metres (more than 40 storeys) to
be built. Other information provided
by the province indicates they expect
to build 1045 units of housing, 25% of
which would be affordable for 40 years,
plus 6,867 sf of indoor community space.
The MZO bypasses all local consultation
and City planning processes. It cannot
be appealed. This came as a complete
surprise to the neighbourhood, City
Council, and the two local provincial
MPPs.
In mid-January demolition equipment
appeared and began to tear holes in the
building at the northwest corner of the
site. Workers confirmed the intention
to raze all of the buildings by March.

SPRING EDITION 2021

this pressure, the province announced a
“pause” in demolition.

The regenerated site would
include two performance
venues, a creative centre
for musicians, and cultural
centre, affordable housing for
musicians, and a community
hub and daycare for the
growing communities of
Corktown.

Buried in the documents the Province
was forced to disclose was the stunning
information that a secret deal to sell the
Foundry had already been made. To date
the province has refused to give details
of the sale or even identify the purchaser.
Today the legal challenge has been
adjourned to give all parties time to
negotiate a resolution, during which
time demolition remains on pause.
However, since the Province still owns
the property and, by dint of the MZO, has
near-total control over its fate, the legal
process alone is unlikely to guarantee
preservation of the buildings. Achieving
that will take continuing pressure from
the community demanding that the
province to come clean and start again
with a proper development process. We

FOUNDRY RENDER
design courtesy: KMAI

Example #1
Canada’s Place for Music + Centre for
Corktown Communities
https://ircpa.net/the-foundry
The fever of the protests by local
residents was intense because
everyone, in their own way, has been
imagining future uses for the site. Ann
Summers Dossena, Artistic Director
of the International Resource Centre
for Performing Artists (IRCPA), is no

exception. IRCPA had identified an
urgent need for a centre where musicians
can work and create together, and in 2016
she realized that such a Centre could be
located in regenerated heritage buildings
at the Dominion Foundry Site.
In 2019, the Corktown Residents and
Business Association (CRBA) formed
the Foundry Working Group. The
CRBA’s Board of Directors saw value
in the Foundry project as a global

The St. Lawrence Neighbourhood
Association (SLNA) took the Province
to court. On January 20th, in the face of

believe we need a total reset.
The Province appears to believe that the
community opposes development on
the site. Not true. In fact, community
groups have been coming up with
creative solutions that demonstrate ways
to preserve the heritage buildings while
developing the site to serve present-day
community needs. What follows are
three of these proposals.

MACHINESHOP FLOOR LIGHTS

landmark attraction that would
increase commercial economy in
the neighbourhood and provide a
community centre for the many
neighbourhood groups in Corktown.
Since that time, the Foundry Working
Group developed relationships
with elected officials, conducted a
preliminary feasibility study, and
brought local professionals on board to
further the project. These local residents,
politicians and advisors were in the
midst of developing a robust plan for the
site when the MZO was announced.
In January, they produced and presented
drawings and renderings to show how
the foundry buildings could be saved
and integrated with new buildings
to enhance the site. The design team
consists of architect Jonathan Kearns
(Kearns Mancini Architects Inc.),
architectural designer Mateusz Nowacki,
urban planner Josh Reiniger and project
manager Larry Webb, both Corktown
residents. They have taken care to
preserve the heritage buildings intact,
with taller buildings carefully integrated
and riding overhead. These buildings
would include 258 suites of housing, 30%
of which would be affordable.

PANAM WALKTHROUGH
Corktowners, along with other citizens
across the province, rose up in defiance,
with in-person demonstrations (masked
and distanced) and intense social media
outrage. Local politicians and the City
of Toronto lodged protests. A petition to
stop demolition accumulated thousands
of signatures in a few days.
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The regenerated site would include two
performance venues, a creative centre
for musicians, and cultural centre,
affordable housing for musicians, and
a community hub and daycare for the
growing communities of Corktown. The
goal is to make the project self-sustaining,
similar to existing facilities in New York.
Parking would be underground, and there
is a planned grid of exterior mews, lanes
and interior gallerias, providing a very
walkable environment, with lots to see
both inside and out.
They envision the development as a
non-profit, charitable organization that
re-invests whatever profits are made
through the affordable residences, rental
of facilities and tenants. Over time,
by building an endowment with the
Ontario Arts Foundation, the Centre and
Hub could be independently sustainable.
Eligible government and private funding
sources have been identified.

FOUNDRY SITE PLAN
design courtesy: KMAI

FOUNDRY SQUARE
photo courtesy: Norm Li

Example #2
The Foundry Demonstration Project
https://www.respectlocalplanning.com/
demonstration
Friends of the Foundry is a group
of concerned residents who came
together to save the heritage buildings.
They felt that the urgent objective
of stopping demolition and gaining
the ear of the provincial government
would be better supported if a number
of alternative solutions could be
developed, in order to show the Province
that their development goals could be
achieved while saving the buildings
and integrating well with the existing
setting.
With their encouragement, a group of
eminent architects and urban planning
professionals developed the Foundry
Demonstration Project. The team
includes Shirley Blumberg & Bruno
Weber (KPMB Architects), Ken & Eti
Greenberg (Greenberg Consultants), Joe
Lobko (DTAH),

Luigi Ferrara (George Brown College),
Sean Gadon (Affordable Housing
Advisor/Former ED, Toronto Housing
Secretariat), and Mark Guslits (Housing
Advisor/Faculty, Daniels School of
Architecture, University of Toronto).
To meet the ambitious affordable
housing target set by the province,
their concept retains the two most
striking heritage buildings on the
site – the Foundry (northwest corner,
already partially demolished) and the
Machine Shop — and introduces three
new residential buildings. The tallest is
a 30-story tower located on the northeast corner of the site, similar in scale
to the River City tower to the east. The
heights of the buildings go down moving
west to a 20-storey tower, then south
to a 12-storey slab on the south-west,
partially cantilevering over the Machine
Shop.
The three residential buildings have
a mix of affordable rental and market
housing, yielding 870 residential

With their encouragement, a
group of eminent architects
and urban planning
professionals developed
the Foundry Demonstration
Project

units, of which a minimum of 30% are
proposed to be permanently affordable,
meeting and exceeding the Province’s
stated target. There would also be
120,000 square feet of community use
and retail.
The all-important pedestrian network
extends through the site in every
direction. Two public spaces welcome
you: the south-west corner Foundry
Square, and the mid-block Foundry
Lane. The site is porous, connected to its
neighbours, open and accessible to all.

FOUNDRY LANE
photo courtesy: Norm Li
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SUMMARY

All these site concepts
are proposed in order
to create a basis for
meaningful dialogue
with the province and
among stakeholders
about the future of this
neighbourhood.
As Urban Strategies Inc. writes in their
introduction, “Cities are complicated
places, and they benefit from complex
solutions.”

OPTION #1 – THREE TOWERS (CENTRAL PEAK)
Example #3
Good City Building
https://www.urbanstrategies.com/news/
city-building-at-the-foundry/
A third set of concept designs have
been made public by Urban Strategies
Inc. Their bottom line: “The Foundry
Buildings can be retained and the
site intensively developed. That’s
good city building.” They worked

with colleagues at N. Barry Lyon
Consultants (NBLC), putting forward
several potential design solutions,
all of which preserve the two most
iconic heritage buildings, the
foundry and the machine shop, while
fully meeting the Province’s housing
target.
They maintain that the heritage
buildings are not a liability or

What You Can Do
As stated above, the legal proceedings are
in adjournment, but it is unlikely that we
can achieve preservation of the buildings
or any serious public consultation
without a continuation of the significant
public pressure that brought the pause
about in the first place.

OPTION #2 – THREE TOWERS
(WEST TO EAST TRANSITION)
constraint, but rather add value for
residents, commercial tenants, and the
neighbourhood as a whole. As with
the other two proposals, they make
the exteriors of the site porous and
inviting, with multiple passages to and
from the surrounding area. They place
the newly built structures in a way
that keeps clear of the two heritage
buildings.

They propose three alternatives, all
of which meet the criteria mentioned
above:
»» Three towers, the central one being
tallest
»» Three towers, the westernmost one
being tallest and the two others
sloping down toward the east
»» Two towers, leaving the southwest
corner of the site free to develop as a
public square

FROM EYE EXAM TO
FRAME FITTINGS,
OUR DOCTORS DO MORE

Corktown Eyecare
Serving the Corktown community
days, evenings and weekends too!

569 King St. East

647-539-3937
@corktowneyecare

eye exams | fresh frames | doctor-driven care

Book your appointment online. Visit www.CorktownEyecare.com

OPTION #3 – TWO TOWERS (ONE SQUARE)

One way to support is to visit the site
frequently. Foot traffic around the site
(which is patrolled by rather friendly
security guards) is a way to signal
the Province that our attention is not
drifting away to other issues. You’ll
find an impromptu gallery of everchanging, always entertaining and
informative protests applied to the

It is unlikely that we can
achieve preservation of the
buildings or any serious
public consultation without
a continuation of the
significant public pressure
that brought the pause
about in the first place.

plywood hoardings with paste or paint,
or zip-tied to the surrounding fences
and trees. In fact you’ll find a copy of the
plans described above and more pasted
to plywood at the southeast corner of
the site. Amplify your visit digitally
by photographing what you find and
posting on social media with the
hashtag #SaveTheFoundry.
Visit the IRCPA (https://ircpa.net/thefoundry) and Friends of the Foundry
(http://www.respectlocalplanning.com/)
websites for ideas to keep the pressure up:
sign up for news and action bulletins and
follow events and post protests on social
media. And please consider making
a donation to Friends of the Foundry
legal fund to pay for the court challenge
or to the IRCPA to advance the music
centre planning. Charitable receipts are
available for donations to either group.
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Underpass Park
Farmer’s Market –
Year Four!
By Suzanne Kavanagh, Founder

June 3rd we start the fourth season! Thursdays
4-7:30pm and run right through to October at
Underpass Park, located at 29 Lower River.
“We’re excited to return in 2021 for another
incredible season of fresh fruits, vegetables,
and prepared foods to Corktown. It is
more important than ever to support local
businesses and farmers in Ontario and we
want to continue to host a market which
ensures access to beautiful food and support
the farmers who feed cities each and every
day.”
– Mike Lawler, Market Manager

Again, our goal for this market is to
keep it local. To be a vendor you need
to “make it, bake it, or grow it.” Vendors
are signing up and we are also looking
for volunteers to help with set up and
take down as well as keep the market
tidy. We are learning from other
markets that have been around for
years and everyone says they depend on
volunteers for their success.

There is magic in nurturing a market.
It takes a community; it takes local
farmers and lots of volunteers to make
it a success. We have a base of farmers
who are eager to come back this year.
They love the location, rain or shine,
they are there.

Farmers markets also rely on
sponsorships to keep it affordable for
the farmers and make it fun for the
customers and the community. Contact
our Market Manager Mike Lawler at
market@corktown.ca for more info.
“We build community spirit. To us, watching
neighbours return week after week to meet,

SPRING EDITION 2021

eat, share and laugh at this market... brings
us much joy. All the sponsors are thrilled to
be able to once again contribute and be proud
Corktown community partners. We’ll see
you on Thursdays!”
– Socrates Apallas, Local Realtor,
#LivingToronto Real Estate Co. Market
Organizer.
It is very difficult for these markets to
be fully sustainable. We would not be
able to run this market without our
generous community sponsors: Urban
Capital (River City), who have been
with us since the very beginning. Also,
thanks to Living Toronto, The Sumach by
Chartwells, Alterra, Broccolini, Sparkplug
Coffee. Thanks to Corktown Residents
and Business Association for being our
sponsor with the City of Toronto.
Again, we are thrilled to have this local
market in the heart of Corktown and
look forward to seeing it grow. Shop
local, eat local is the goal for Underpass
Park Farmers Market.
“The Underpass Park Farmers Market
has been such a great addition to our
neighbourhood and I feel so fortunate to be
part of it. My business, Sparkplug Coffee,
is a sponsor for selfish reasons: I’m also a
resident of Corktown and I love having a

farmers market where I can shop, meet my
neighbours, and benefit from the wonderful
space that is Underpass Park.
In the 11 years since I moved to Corktown,
I’ve heard complaints about the lack of
opportunities to buy basic groceries.
The Underpass Park Farmers Market
has improved this situation by bringing
produce and a variety of local foods right
to people’s doors. It’s been heartwarming
to see it grow and help build a community
in Corktown, especially bringing together
the old and new parts of the neighbourhood.
The UPFM is much more than just a place
to pick up some apples and baked treats, it is
a neighbourhood hub and place to connect.
I am so excited about the market this year every year is bigger and better and funner
than the last. See you there!”
– Kara Isert, Corktown resident, founder
of Sparkplug Coffee, CRBA PastPresident, Market Organizer.
Often times it takes years to get a
farmer’s market up and running. From
the very beginning we have been
fortunate to have so many sponsors
and volunteers help make this happen.
Last year was uncertain as to whether
or not we would be able to operate and
through a provincial collective we were
able to convince the various levels of
government that farmers markets are
an essential service.

Often times it takes years
to get a farmer’s market up
and running. From the very
beginning we have been
fortunate to have so many
sponsors and volunteers
help make this happen.

Although we were limited in that we
were not able to congregate with our
usual seating areas and we were not
allowed to have musicians sing we were
able to provide fresh produce.
This year as we see us rounding the
curve with Covid we are excited to see
more vendors than ever and yes, we
will still practice physical distancing.
The Underpass Park is a special place
and often times referred to as an
unconventional location it is ideal
for an urban park with a cutting edge
and a modern twist. We are grateful
for our public spaces as we physically
distance. The park was opened in 2012
and one of the landscape architect firms
is from here in Toronto, The Planning
Partnership. In 2016 the park received an
Award of Excellence from the American
Society of Landscape Architects. David
Leinster one of the principals of The
Planning Partnership was thrilled to
see the market start as that was one of
design objectives he thought would fit
for this park. It’s a great connector for old
and new neighbourhoods.
Farmers markets are not only a way
for families to buy fresh but a way to
engage with farmers direct. Here you
will find the freshest food, know where
your food comes from and discover new
foods. There is a magic around farmers
markets where you can socialize,
connect, exchange ideas around cooking,
nutrition, and agriculture. Cooking with
what is fresh that week. It’s a chance to
reconnect with neighbours and take a
breath and not have to worry about self
checkout or waiting in lines. Yes, you can
still socialize and physically distance.
Personally, I am looking forward to the
flowers! It has been a hard winter for so
many reasons and I can’t wait to see the
bunches of flowers that are so nostalgic.
They are picked hours before the market
opens. Plus, I think farm flowers are
just prettier than grocery store flowers.
Flowers are scientifically proven to
elevate your mood and relieve anxiety.
Thank you for your continued support.
See you at the market! Thursdays,
4-7:30pm, rain or shine.
www.underpassparkmarket.com
Follow us: facebook, instagram, twitter

6 Secrets

FOR THE BEST COFFEE YOU’VE EVER MADE
By Kara Isert, Founder & Chief Coffee Officer of Sparkplug Coffee
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Featured
Pups

By Hannah Sotropa, Toronto Humane Society
Hello neighbour! If you’re like me - and like most
Canadians - you love coffee. Making a cup (or pot) of Meet 1 year old, huskycoffee is the first thing I do every day.
mix “Kota”! The brighteyed bushy-tailed
sweetheart is the bestie
you need in your life!

Kota is very smart, absolutely loves her
toys, her snacks and meeting dogs at the
park. She especially loves being around her
humans after a long day of busy activities!

KARA OF SPARKPLUG COFFEE
Do you ever wonder why the coffee you
make is not as good as your local cafe?
Is it how you make it? Is it the coffee
you’re using? Is it the ambiance? After
lots of research and experimentation
– I even went so far as to start my own
coffee company - I have learned the
secrets that can help you to make the
next cup the best cup you’ve ever made.

4. Get the Mix Right - Measure Properly
A common mistake is not using
enough coffee. Try 12 g (2 Tbsp) of
ground coffee for 8 oz / 200 ml of water.
This works out to 55-60 grams per litre
of water. If you don’t have a kitchen
scale, 55 grams is a heaping 1/2 cup
of ground coffee. Yes - it’s a lot. Try it,
then adjust to your taste.

1. Use Fresh Roasted, Premium Coffee
Well you didn’t think I’d say, “Use
cheap, stale commodity coffee”, did you?
Coffee starts to go stale as soon as it’s
been roasted and tastes its very best for
8-10 weeks after roasting. To figure out
if it’s fresh, look for a “Roast Date” or a
“Packaged On” date. Those “Use by” or
“Best Before” dates are meaningless.

5. The Right Temperature
The water temperature makes a big
difference. If the water isn’t hot enough,
the coffee can taste sour (ick!) and weak.
If it is too hot, it can be bitter. An easy
trick to get the right temperature is to
bring your kettle to a full boil and then
wait 30-60 seconds before starting to
pour. This allows it to cool down to the
ideal temperature range (91-96ºC or
195-205ºF).

2. Buy Just What You Need
I know it’s tempting when No Frills has
a big sale, but resist! Don’t buy more
than you need for the next few weeks!
Drink it up before it gets stale and then
buy more.
3. Grind It Right
The grind is important: too fine can
make your coffee bitter; too coarse can
make it weak. Not sure what’s right?
The rule of thumb is finer for short brew
times & coarser for longer brew times.
Ask Google or email me and we’ll figure
out what’s best for your coffeemaker.

At 5-months old, Kota was hit by a
car. Both her front and back legs were
severely injured. Luckily, through the
dedication of Toronto Humane Society
staff & her foster parent, she has made
strides! The best home for Kota will
be with adopters who are willing and
able to support Kota on her recovery
journey which will include regular vet
visits and ongoing management with
her physical challenges. She wears an
orthotic device on her front limb that
was custom-made, just for her! She will
continue to heal, but will likely have a
short back right leg and possibly some
residual nerve damage in the front.
Kota also has some tummy issues. She
has what is called IBD (inflammatory
bowel disease) which is a long term
condition managed with consistent
medications. She hopes her humans
will help with her tummy and stay on
top of her treatment.

6. Store It Right
We get asked this all the time. YES to
an airtight container in a cool, dark
space (the ziplock bag your coffee came
in works great!). NO to the fridge or
freezer. Just don’t.

Other dogs in the home? Great! Children?
Supervised introductions first, please.
To learn more about Kota, contact us
adoption@torontohumanesociety.com

For more coffee brewing tips, email
Kara at hello@sparkplugcoffee.
com. For the best coffee you’ve ever
made (delivered to your door), visit
SparkplugCoffee.com.

To start the virtual adoption process, go
to https://www.torontohumanesociety.
com/adopt-a-pet/adoption-process to
book an interview appointment. Once
that is booked, you will have a virtual
counselling session, virtual meet &
greet and pick up at the shelter!
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What is Underpass Park?
UNDERPASS PARK ON JEOPARDY!

The category is THE “OVER”/”UNDER”
where each response includes one of
those two words. This clue is worth
$1200 and guest host Katie Couric
issues the confounding clue.

By Louis Selmeci

For those of you who
missed episode 8354
of the famed TV game
show, “Jeopardy!”, on
Mar 12, 2021, there was
a clue that featured our
very own Underpass
Park!
If you’re not familiar, the show features
a quiz competition where contestants
are given clues in the form of answers,
and must phrase their responses in the
form of questions. Contestants compete
in three vigorous rounds of quizzing:
Jeopardy!, Double Jeopardy!, and Final
Jeopardy!. The second round, Double
Jeopardy!, features six new categories
and clue values are doubled.
Now that you’re up to speed on the
game itself, allow me to set the stage.
Our three intrepid contestants, Lori,
Emily and Dave, storm their lecterns
to battle it out in “Double Jeopardy!”.
With scores closely tied and only their

wits to protect them, our unsuspecting
contestants are about to be stymied by
an obscure piece of Corktown trivia.

Katie: “Toronto has an innovative park
named for this type of area even making use
of the big columns supporting the highway
above”
Lori: “What is the underground?”
Dave: “What is the overpass?”
Emily: ...

photo courtesy: Mima Kapches

As it turns out, this was the only “Triple
Stumper” of the episode. I guess folks
from Mechanicsburg, Washington, and
Grangeville don’t get up to Toronto enough
to enjoy the Underpass Market. Pity.
While the contestants were
unfortunately over or under the correct
answer, at least $31,300 in winnings and
consolation amounts were matched in
donation to Pancreatic Cancer Dream
Team from Stand Up to Cancer.
In addition to the charitable donation and
the honourable mention, this episode was
also the first ever to feature a female
guest host. Way to go Katie and kudos to
Underpass Park for putting us on the map.

CRBA Update
By Aaron Binder & Andre Bermon
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Then & Now

INGLENOOK COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
By Coralina Lemos

Outgoing President’s Address,
Aaron Binder

Since March 2019,
I’ve been honoured
to lead the Corktown
Residents and Business
Association. In that time it
has truly been a pleasure
to meet so many
passionate Corktown
business owners and
residents.
Thanks to you, our 2019-2021 team was
able to accomplish so much. Reflecting
back on the last two years brought back
many memories. In that time we:
»» Threw dozens of events
»» Hosted five election debates
»» Helped raise over $60,000 for
Anishnawbe Health Toronto
»» Gave a national voice to business
owners during COVID
»» Started discussions to form a
Corktown BIA
»» Used our voice to fight for the
Foundry complex
»» Grew Corktown’s social media
followership by 800%
This is only a small sample of our
work over the last few years and I’m
constantly awestruck at what our small
team was able to accomplish.
The new Board of Directors is young,
they’re exciting and I can tell you they’ve
got some incredible projects lined up.
You can always reach out to info@
corktown.ca to volunteer with them.
Thank you to everyone that I had the
honour of working with over the past
few years. Best wishes to everyone in
this wonderful neighbourhood.
Incoming President’s Address, Andre
Bermon
As expressed by our past President, it is
indeed an honour and privilege to lead
the Residents and Business Association
of the historic community of Corktown.
Since the incorporation of the CRBA
in the 1990s, a lot has changed.
Shaking off the stagnant era of
post-industrialization, Corktown
has undergone a dramatic period of
unprecedented growth. Today we are
witnessing the underpinnings of an
eclectic and vibrant neighborhood that

The new Board of Directors
is young, they’re exciting
and I can tell you they’ve
got some incredible projects
lined up. You can always
reach out to info@corktown.
ca to volunteer with them.

mixes elements of the community’s past
with possibilities for the future.
With the arrival of new businesses
and residents with young families, we
join the cadre of Corktown citizens
that have inhabited the area for over a
hundred and fifty years. And like the
Idigenous peoples that came before us,
we will continue to preserve and take
pride in a land that many of us call
home.

Located at Sackville
Street and Eastern
Avenue, Corktown’s
Inglenook Community
High School and
playground has a wealth
of history attached to it.
Designed by William G. Storm in 1887
the schoolhouse retained its original
name, that of Sackville Public School,
up to 1974 when it was changed to
Inglenook. Initially built as a primary
school the building has served a
number of uses while continuing to
be a place for learning throughout its
134-year span. Within its walls during
the 1970s, the first Montessori preschool
program operated however, its tenancy

During this time of rapid growth, it is
unfortunate to say that not all parts
of Corktown have shared equally in
the spoils. King Street East has been
the major benefactor. Hosting the
majority of new retail shops and condo
developments, this Toronto main
street incubates a growing business
community, while serving as a gateway
to newly established neighbourhoods
like West Don Lands and the Distillery
District. Queen Street East on the other
hand, still awaits its modern renaissance.
As the new President of the CRBA
I would like to bring attention to
this often neglected community by
focusing on three major themes:
community health and safety, small
business advocacy, city planning and
development.

1916

This of course is in tandem with
successful past initiatives championed
by the CRBA. This includes leading
community events, both virtually
and in person (when safe to do so),
supporting local causes as well
as growing our membership and
participation numbers.
To be truly representative we require
diverse voices and interests from
across the Corktown neighbourhood.
Therefore, we encourage everyone to
reach out to the CRBA on matters, you
the community, value most
If you have any inquiries, issues or
concerns, or just want to say hello,
do not hesitate to drop me a line at
president@corktown.ca. Cheers!

2021

was short lived. Not long after the
Wandering Spirit Survival School
was allowed two classrooms to run
linguistic and cultural programs. Said
to be the first of its kind in Canada, the
school was founded by the late Vernon
Harper (Asin), a First Nations Cree Elder
along with his spouse, Pauline Shirt.
Additional stories surfaced in 1985
as part of an archeological dig led
by Karolyn Smardz. With help from
students, parents, and community
volunteers’ fragments of Lucie and
Thornton Blackburn home site revealed
occupancy. Today two plaques, one
by Parks Canada and another by the
Historic Sites and Monuments Board
of Canada, commemorates the couple’s
community contribution and the
excavation.
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SAFE
JUST BECAME

SAFER

Don’t wait to benefit from a lifestyle that is safe,
social and supportive, making your life better right now.
Learn more with our complimentary consultation which includes:
• A virtual, phone or in-person discussion of your situation
• An exclusive guide to help in your research
• An information package about the retirement residence

Call us today!
416-644-8912 | chartwell.com
THE SUMACH BY CHARTWELL
146 Sumach Street, Toronto

APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE!

